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Blood-Line (Never)
We close our eyes
And a spell starts to dwell
Letters without sense
Become a new deadly romance

Deep in the forest
Rings a bell just for you
All the angels fell
And your nightmares will come true

Never, never, never
You can't escape my curse
And while you wait forever
I create another universe

Never, never, never
You can't escape the spell
And while you think you're clever
You die alone in your own hell

A frozen heart will shatter
On the ground without a sound
And when the artists dies
There will be no one around

What will be your last
Gossip of the past
We waited for so long
To listen to your song

Never, never, never
You can't escape my curse
And while you wait forever
I create another universe

Never, never, never
You can't escape the spell
And while you think you're clever
You die alone in your own hell

Never, never, never
Never, never, never
Never, never, never
Never, never, never

We are waiting in line
For a train that never arrives
The future will start to shine
As we respects all the other lives

Never, never, never
You can't escape my curse
And while you wait forever
I create another universe

Never, never, never
You can't escape the spell
And while you think you're clever
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You die alone in your own hell

Never, never, never
Never, never, never
Never, never, never
Never, never, never
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Blood-Loss (Sometimes)
Without a sound
I walk around
I torture my mind
About mankind

I follow the footsteps
They left in the snow
I have seen battlefields
They will never know

Sometimes I wonder
Will we survive
Or will we go under
In a final dive

Sometimes I wonder
Why don't you see
The path you're walking
Is not meant to be

They blind our eyes
And they kill us with lies
They live across
The feeling of loss

They only can stay
Till the down of day
When a word needs a million years
Nothing ever could have reached their ears

Sometimes I wonder
Will we survive
Or will we go under
In a final dive

Sometimes I wonder
Why don't you see
The path you're walking
Is not meant to be

I follow the footsteps
They left in the snow
I have seen battlefields
They will never know

When a word needs a million years
Nothing ever could have reached their ears

Sometimes I wonder
Will we survive
Or will we go under
In a final dive

Sometimes I wonder
Why don't you see
The path you're walking
Is not meant to be
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Blood-Stained (Give Me Your Body)
There was no way,
No light inside
No one to hear
The final fight

An epic thunder
Over the town
The earth was shaking
When you lost your crown

Where was my mind when there was time
A beast just threat me over the line

Give me your body
Give me your soul
Enjoy your descent
You lost control

Give me your body
Give me your soul
Enjoy your descent
You lost control

Don't you want to see this part of me
I shake your hand but I disagree
You need the money - I need your life
Your blood runs like honey from my knife

The delicious flavor of all these lies
A little favor to the blinded mice

Give me your body
Give me your soul
Enjoy your descent
You lost control

Give me your body
Give me your soul
Enjoy your descent
You lost control

Where was my mind when there was time
A beast just threat me over the line
There was no way, no light inside
No one to hear the final fight

Give me your body
Give me your soul
Enjoy your descent
You lost control
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Blood-Money (No More)
I torture my mind
What can I say to you
When you are too blind
To see what's in front of you
To see what's in front of you…

Wherever you go and wherever you are
You make people think you are the superstar
You are the superstar…

Sufficient is not enough
You want to be more
You want to be tough
You grow out the core

You suffocate the mind
But we can't take no more
We can't take no more

You're just a phantom
You want us to buy
Your killing is random
Can you hear your own cry?
Can you hear your own cry…

You're an imaginary value
You don't have the heart
You make people do what they do
Right from the start
Right from the start…

Sufficient is not above
You want to be more
You want to be tough
You burn out the core

You suffocate the mind
But we can't take no more
We can't take no more

We can't take no more!
Can you hear your own cry?
We can't take no more!
Can you hear your own cry?
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Blood-Moon (Romance)
The moon cries into the dark sky
The stars turn away in shame
A nightingale sings all alone
We know what you are
And we know who's to blame

Now you're turning into stone
And your heart stops to dance
In the eye of the cyclone
You'll find the true blood-moon romance

You wanted to be king forever
As slaughtered dreams dies in the mud
A whole world held as hostage
We know who you are
'Cause we started the cut

Now you're turning into stone
And your heart stops to dance
In the eye of the cyclone
You'll find the true blood-moon romance

Now you're turning into stone
And your heart stops to dance
In the eye of the cyclone
You'll find the true blood-moon romance

We played hide and seek in the basement
That's when you lost it and you started the pain
A nightingale can kill the demon
We know what you are
And we do know your name

Now you're turning into stone…
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Blood-Diamond (See Him Running)
He never was a child
He always was wise
He was angry as he was wild
To rule the world would be so nice

He loved to explore the castle
His sister was playing on a rug
He felt like a clown
And so he reached out for the crown

He was the king of the world
For all he knew -
He could destroy all he wanted
And the whole world too

See him running in the dark
He flees from the yearning in his heart
He runs from the feeling in the flood
Everything he touches turns into blood

See him running in the dark
A magical melody spears his heart
From his eyes are falling tears
What was he doing all those years?

Feel him running in your heart
He likes to keep two worlds apart
He runs from the feeling in the flood
Everything he touches turns into blood

He grew up to grow old
Just like he was foretold
He was the leader in all the states
So he walled her castle gates

His sight became blurred
And his ideas were absurd
His hand became a claw
As his word turned into law

He is the beginning of the pain
But nothing ever stays the same
His colorless empire ends right here
As her melody is in his ear

See him running in the dark
He flees from the yearning in his heart
He runs from the feeling in the flood
Everything he touches turns into blood

See him running in the dark
A magical melody spears his heart
From his eyes are falling tears
What was he doing all these years?

Feel him running in your heart
He likes to keep two worlds apart
He runs from the feeling in the flood
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Everything he touches turns into blood
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Blood-Pressure (Just for My Pleasure)
Just for my pleasure
Just for my pleasure

You took it all
And you don't share
Everybody suffers
But what the fuck do you care?

You just think about yourself
And you feel that's enough
You just see today
Tomorrow is to far away
Tomorrow is to far away

I hate to see you
Like this on the ground
It makes me sick
I hate the way you sound

Your lustful life
Is a colonial treasure
Like the queen of flies
You just double the pressure

Fuck this shit - just for my pleasure
Fuck this shit - I triple the pressure
Fuck this shit - just for my pleasure
Fuck this shit - I triple the pressure

To live beside you
Is a very bad thing
It increases drastically
The chance to die from poisoning

You're getting wealthy
When we get ill
You don't want the cure
When day by day - you can sell a pill

To give to the poor
Is one of your special abilities
You let them work for you and die
In underpaid facilities

You let them work for you and die
That's how you are

I hate to see you
Like this on the ground
It makes me sick
I hate the way you sound

Your lustful life
Is a colonial treasure
Like the queen of flies
You just double the pressure

Fuck this shit - just for my pleasure
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Fuck this shit - I triple the pressure
Fuck this shit - just for my pleasure
Fuck this shit - I triple the pressure

I hate to see you
Like this on the ground
It makes me sick
I hate the way you sound

Your lustful life
Is a colonial treasure
Like the queen of flies
You just double the pressure

Fuck this shit - just for my pleasure
Fuck this shit - I triple the pressure
Fuck this shit - just for my pleasure
Fuck this shit - I triple the pressure
Fuck this shit - just for my pleasure
Fuck this shit - I triple the pressure
Fuck this shit - just for my pleasure
Fuck this shit - I triple the pressure
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Blood-Shed (Dark River)
A dark river
Flows to the north
High waves
Reach the port
Strong, deep, wild and free
So full of life
It pours
Into the sea

Too fast to be stopped
But the signal was given
A fatal love
To the cage we live in

Too fast to be stopped
But the signal was given
A fatal love
To the cage we live in

A dark river
Flows to the north
High waves
Reach the port
Strong, deep, wild and free
So full of life
It pours
Into the sea

Too fast to be stopped
But the signal was given
A fatal love
To the cage we live in

To fast to be stopped
But the signal was given
A fatal love
To the cage we live in

A fatal love
To the cage we live in
Too fast to be stopped
Too fast to be stopped

The cliff of life
Is ending here
An open wound
Is leaking out
The thirst takes
Everything from here
Drop by drop
Without a doubt

Too fast to be stopped
But the signal was given
A fatal love
To the cage we live in
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Too fast to be stopped
But the signal was given
A fatal love
To the cage we live in

Too fast to be stopped
A fatal love
To the cage we live in

Too fast to be stopped
Too fast to be stopped
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Blood-Game (For You)
For all of your life
A trail of blood is right behind you
You never ask why
Everybody is afraid around you

You are so selfish and full of greed
You happily destroy what others need
You are so selfish and full of greed
You happily destroy what others need

You make your own rules
But everything you touch
Dies in pain

You say we're the fools
You attempt to live
Will end in vain

It's always the same
For you it's just a game to play
A life stands in your way

It's always the same
For you it's just a game to play
A life stands in your way

We are already dead
But you don't stop the beating

You're gather as much as you can
You're are full - but you can't stop eating

It's always the same
For you it's just a game to play
You're are full - but you can't stop eating

It's always the same
For you it's just a game to play
You're are full - but you can't stop eating
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Blood-Lust (Mental Island)
Various mental island lovers
Run through the night
'Cause the darkness covers

The heart with a gap
So they crawl another lap
Around mental island

Various mental island lovers
Burry their mothers
Into the hot sand

To forget and to forgive
The mental silence
In front of the violence on mental island

To forget and to forgive
The mental silence
In front of the violence on mental island

The flood comes
And slowly covers
The remains of the mental island lovers

Various mental island lovers
Don't want to bother
They have to tear out the heart

Of that beast called father
But somehow they never start
And the pain in the time will tear them apart

The flood comes
And slowly covers
The remains of the mental island lovers

Various mental island lovers
Run through the night
'Cause the darkness covers

The heart with a gap
So they crawl another lap
Around mental island
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Blood-Stream (Will I Be)
In the corner of my eye
I realize the movement
Too beautiful to be seen as one

You disappear when I try to look at you
You disappear when I try…

Will I be
Will I be myself
Will you help me
Or will I die on the shelf

Will I be
Will I be myself
Can I erase the lies
Or will I burn in your eyes

A blurred and vanishing
Idea of it all
When I catch the glimpse
I feel the free fall
I feel the free fall…

Will I be
Will I be myself
Will you help me
Or will I die on the shelf

Will I be
Will I be myself
Can I erase the lies
Or will I burn in your eyes

You disappear when I try to look at you
You disappear when I try…

What is behind the curtain
What is behind that wall
I want to know more
I want to step through the door
I want to step through the door

Will I be
Will I be myself
Will you help me
Or will I die on the shelf

Will I be
Will I be myself
Can I erase the lies
Or will I burn in your eyes
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